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inserm has, meanwhile, received more than two dozen complaints from users of crack in the capital who say they have been refused access to healthcare or treatment. jauffret-
roustide says that they have been victims of a process of hospitalisation, denial of care and incarceration. the observatory for drugs and drug addiction says that as well as this, it

has received many complaints from users who are concerned that local drug policy is condoning illegal street dealers, and that it is involved in a significant number of police
interventions, which have included the eviction of households where users of crack live and where the police have found drugs. but the current rhetoric is not helpful. the

government is using the fact that the market is still around to justify that they are still carrying out crackdowns and raids. it has to be said that in the last 30 years, no one has been
able to do anything about the market. the market is a force of nature. if the authorities want to be effective, they should not react to the market, but shape the market. charonnes
officers patrol the neighborhood regularly. they are also on call 24 hours a day, every day. when he is not on patrol, charonnes drives the old van around town, offering free crack
pipes and gauze to the homeless and impoverished. when its not a busy night, he sleeps in the back. the operation of the jardin dole has had a peculiar effect on its clients, says

charonnes. the addicts regularly arrive with the same groups of friends, which makes them much easier to spot and avoid. in the past, he says, people would fight for a crack pipe,
but now they share, especially if the guys who got the pipe left their stash for them. if the police had no other option but to close the park, he says, they would have had to take

some kind of action to stop the problem.
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gah! found a new file format! *hurray* it was the polish official site from serious sam: first encounter.
it was looking at the new file with the english credits and stuff and said it was a new file format! i just
hope it's true and i'm not making it up. :) just kidding (sort of). anyway, thanks for telling me this! :)
-pete 40:32, 7 september 2011 (utc) serious sam 2, an fps video game, was developed by croteam
and released by thq on may 30, 2011 in north america, and by eidos interactive on may 31, 2011 in
europe. it is the third installment of the serious sam series of games. it was released on pc, xbox 360
and playstation 3. the game is inspired by the bizarre creations fps video game project: x, which was
cancelled in 2004. in the game, you take command of the eponymous sam, journeying from planet

to planet to battle hordes of alien enemies. already seen this! at around 500 mb im pretty sure i read
the same one, i guess no one has ever got this far with exploding chunks of data and files. i want to
claim its my idea so he can sue me for stealing his idea haha! there were good results here too, but i
cant remember which one. given enough time and space i could probably work out if its original or
not, im guessing it wasnt oh, im not sure if this was already mentioned but my friend said, since i

already had it on the old pc, i could plug it in the new pc which had the problem, but it didnt work, so
theres not much point doing that. before connecting it to the new pc, i didnt notice but it didnt have

any irqs, so the new os wouldnt load, i tried putting in the old pc cd which had a drivers in it and
tried to install it and it wouldnt make it past that part 5ec8ef588b
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